The cloud market is MASSIVE. 39% of applications will be hosted in the cloud within 2 years.

CHALLENGES

IT infrastructure dollars is spent on cloud deployments.

VIDEO

UNEXPECTED COSTS

Many cloud users create “spread” by “leaving the water running”.

THE CLOUD MARKET

SMART DATA MANAGEMENT

• SPEED UP data recovery
• LOWER OPEX

COMMVAULT IS #1 MOST FREQUENTLY LISTED APPLICATION FOR HOSTED PRIVATE CLOUD

AUTOMATED IN-CLOUD DISASTER RECOVERY

90% OF DR WILL RUN IN THE CLOUD™

COMMVAULT IS #3 MOST FREQUENTLY LISTED APPLICATION FOR PUBLIC CLOUD

CLOUD BACKUP AND ARCHIVE

• REDUCE complexity with cross-cloud management
• LOWER OPEX

IN CLOUD STORAGE INTEGRATIONS™

TEST AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE CLOUD

SPEED UP development

OPTIMIZE resource utilization with cross-cloud portability, management and automation

REDUCE cycle time

SET OF TOOLS

• SPEED UP development
• OPTIMIZE resource utilization with cross-cloud portability, management and automation
• REDUCE cycle time

CLOUD OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

• REDUCE complexity with cross-cloud management
• OPTIMIZE your infrastructure with cloud orchestration

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

ACCESS DEEP-DIVE INFORMATION, WHITE PAPERS, ANALYST REVIEWS AND MORE.

commvault.com/cloud
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WE CAN HELP

• REDUCE complexity with cross-cloud management
• OPTIMIZE your infrastructure with cloud orchestration

Make the cloud a natural extension of your data center by bringing enterprise controls to the hybrid cloud.

Access deep-dive information, white papers, analyst reviews and more.

commvault.com/cloud